
T H E 
DREAM IN 
W H I C H 
Y O U      
RETURN

And with the morning egg’s opening,
a shadow falls pale
across the yolk, only to
smear into a further white 
where nothing freezes.
My fork melts into spatters.
My eye is dragged into milk.
What I can say is folded
beneath the napkins, what
I can say can no longer be heard
over the metal singing of the crickets.
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Where are you beautiful now?
Stars of mildew canopy 
the toilet. Pages from 
your thesaurus snow gallons 
of microscopes. Circumferences
misspell flawlessly and with voiding
their scratches you’ll find dunes. 
A table too gigantic. Where you 
were lovely, you’re done, you’re
out of conceit. The whole
goddamn: the proverbial 
empties. Somehow, I don’t care 
anymore that I’m not fear.

THE DREAM
      IN WHICH 
YOU ARE PAIRED 

      WITH A NEW 
SIDEKICK
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THE DREAM
IN WHICH

I AM AT A LOSS
TO EXPLAIN

YOUR VICTORY

Why does the kitchen have to stumble
over its own sloppy hips? Why 
should the parlor make so many thrusts
that just invoke their opposites? The painting
waits. Sundays climb, honeycombed 
with museum visits and chinos 
paired with Oxfords and the lazy waddle 
of too few camp stools. While the wheels
of brunch spin free, I remind myself
that your capillaries aren’t my capillaries 
any more than gravity respects its own 
weak sex. Why not the dining room
intent in facing the lights it left? Why
not the relief of dull walls standing
in and of themselves? The sweeping
hangs, the dusting fades, unseen,
and Sunday grins the grin
of the inanimate, of the wristwatch whose
Popeye mutter isn’t obscene,
only quaintly aggrieved, only, only. 
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THE DREAM 
IN WHICH

YOU PRESENT
YOURSELF 
AS A POSSIBLE

ARCHETYPE

The flat scent of wrung hair
oils the pillowcases’ seams. Naked towels
heap humidity in spare corners.
An ocean of out-of-tune piano keys,
washed-up. A pen a parched bombshell 
dropping on the countertop.
Checks spread their hasty signatures
underfoot, caution writhes against every 
first step. The honey is pepper; the sugar, 
scorched. Come over here, come to me, 
there’s at least one hot swallow left.
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T H E 
DREAM  IN 
WHICH WE 
PURCHASE 
CATAPULTS 
IN BULK

East of inside, where the coats
groom their cowlick obsessions 
over stoic luggage, that must be
the land where your grudges
crouch. I keep awake to stay
away. I imagine how the windows
play leopards even as they practice 
their welding. But I cannot weasel
out of the yew’s shade indefinite-
ly. What anesthetics, what vinegars 
rollick in the completions 
where you’d have had me follow
you. Reach me a snakebite, give
me venom, glimmering green 
and rude with filaments. With my 
solemn relish, I’ll demolish 
your sturdy pen, your vale
of stolen chains. With one 
wolf, I’ll scramble your wax
fruits, send them mewling, straight back 
to the artless origins of their pomp. 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The uneasy weight of it, a scene plumbed
in gauzy snorts of lemon and gold.

You aren’t feeling it today, not the curt 
comforts of gushing ritual. 
The moon is a hot moon. 

Overnight, the mud looks as if 
it has been left ajar. Better face it: 
butter and velvet aren’t such good 

watchdogs. You don’t feel like it today,
not unless your yoke agrees to X-out

each corner of its reckoning for
the sake of your recess from yourself. But 

THE DREAM
IN WHICH 
BEDAZZLE-

MENT
FORMS AN ARMOR

why should the grass grow loose like
straw? There’s no syrup to thump off

hours from your plate. Listen, there’s no one
queueing on the roof. What’s hammering is
prone, sung. It’s the green whose fireworks

inspire your whine. “Why must I appear 
in person?” Maybe I am dumb 

to answer the destroyer that, where 
the blinds sliver their crooked 

winter, there’s only this Polaroid, 
this burgeoning portrait—cobwebbed 

white and black—of everyone who’s ever 
hung a note on the back door and vanished

into the murmur of innumerable keys.
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Dressing’s procession is so slow.
I don’t want to mention the tobacco

or the rollers. I want you 
to shower with a different soap, better, brush

with no bar at all.
I let the alarm clock twitch
like the damned on the end 

of its rope. Some mercy, I trust,
in running a glass of water for the bedside,

some fealty to some commandment
in neglecting it to 

draw a razor nearer my throat.

THE  DREAM  IN 
WHICH A GOD OB-
SERVES  WITHOUT 
WATCHING
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You told me once your fingers
were well-acquainted

with the treachery of drawers,
less your glasses, which only really
have one good lens. Batteries the 

size of pills, pill bottles full of
chalky screws, hot sauce, needles and

rubber bands. I could tame 
these ravenous blocks, I might pacify 

the imploring of this growth. 
Somewhere within

are the edges that bite. Somewhere 
the bezoar that still bristles,

masquerading as a thread whose end
is some prize. As blind as curiosity,

and as long. If you were to command 
me: “Reach, but do not look.” 

T H E 
DREAM IN 
W H I C H 
Y O U 
WO N D E R 
WHY I ACT 
AS I DO
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T H E 
D R E A M 
I N 
W H I C H 
Y O U 
FALL 

So many shades of 
orange want, like belongings, 
to olly-olly-oxen-free their census 
through this home, but only the rooms, 
and from inward out, in pushy queries. 
The halls loom smoggy, or cast 
every ancestor in an émigré’s dapples.
So many brothers and sisters
orbit this claptrap as though
their love were impaled on rings.
One dark artery’s portioning alone 
can exorcise the stains of charity
out of the carpet. See, the miniature 
passions are the more distilled desires. 
For this is what our favorite four-
color carcasses—submariner, and 
catcher, and princess—took
as tribute: the drool and gold 
layered, like fuzz or the sour savor
of learning, within the endless early
bureaus of our September polities. 

TO  THE 
E A R T H 
AS  A ME-
TEOR
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Now you choose to enter, 
spurring your phosphene carriage 
through the middle of this apnea.
Now no amount of borne water
will make you get out. The tonic
springs of our arguments rub 
motherly at your sores. How 
can you still be here? How can 
you unseat all my syllogisms
with just the silent disapproval 
of a shutting cymbal? How are we 
stuck, now that the chest no longer 
hulks? Now that the underarms are no 
longer drupaceous? Now that 
the tongue is the cutting 
room floor? Now that the nostrils 
have no truck with etceteras? Now 
that the ears are horned like 
giraffes? Now that the knuckles disavow 
their own forking splay? Now that
the stomach judges abroad?  
Now that the knees slurp and gum?
Now that the testicles 
explicate their pulp? Now that the moles
wear crowns? Now the eyes
are stoneless stones. 

THE DREAM IN 
WHICH I AM, AFTER ALL, 

YOUR SON
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